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　　Introduction
　　In　the　seventeenth　century，　after　nearly　a　hundred　years　of　contact　with　outside　world，
Japan　had　closed　her　door　to　all　but　Dutch　and　Chinese，　and　even　they　were　confined　to
the　port　of　Nagasaki，　where　they　found　themselves　hedged　about　with　restriction　of　every
kind．
　　Japanese　seclusion　was　first　shaken　in　1853　and　then　1854　by　the　famous　expedition　of
the　American　Commodor　Perry，　and　by　heavily　pressing，　he　obtained　a　ristricted　treaty　of
peace　and　amity　from　Japan．　On　17　June　1857　Townsend　Harris　signed　the　first　treaty　of
commerce　between　United　States　of　America　and　Japan．　It　incorporated“Capitulation”
and　consular　jurisdiction．　Then　further　commercial　treaties　with　other　European　Powers
followed．　In　these　treaties，　European　subjects　were　provided　with　the　right　of“Capitula－
tions”in　Japan　what　British　had　considered　their　prerogative　in‘‘uncivilized”co皿tries
since　1675　with　the　Japanese　felt　was　the　proper　way　of　savage．“Capitqlati6n”was　at　first
seen　as　a　new　statement　of　the　ancient　policy　of　non－interference　in　foreign　countries．　In
those　commercial　treaties，　there　were　also　provided　the　most・favoured－nation　clause　and
tariff．　It　was　initially　welcomed　into　traditional　niche．
　　The　Japanese　negotiators　saw　these　provisions　as　boons　to　Japan，　they　would　allow
other　foreign　nations　to　trade　in　competition　with　foreigners，　making　the　strangers
susceptible　to　the　traditional　art“pitting　barbarian　against　barbarian”．　Furthermore，　as
these　treaties　were　concluded　peacefully，　the　Japanese　officials　reasoned　that　foreigners
could　not　fail　to　appreciate　the　munificence　of　the　Emperor　in　granting　a　treaty．
　　Commercial　Treaty　between　the　United　States　and　Japan（signed　out　on　29　July　1858）
provided“Capitulations”as　follow．
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　　Article　VI．
　　American　commiting　offences　against　Japanese　shall　be　tried　in　American　Consular
courts，　and，　when　guilty，　shall　be　punished　according　to　American　law．　Japanese　commit－
ing　offences　against　Americans　shall　be　tried　by　Japanese　authorities　and　punished
according　Japanese　law．　The　Consular　courts　shall　be　open　to　Japanese　creditors，　to
enable　them　recover　their　just　claims　against　American　Citizens；and　the　Japanese　courts
shall　in　like　manner　be　open　to　American　citizens　for　the　recovery　of　their　just　claims
against　Japanese．
　　All　claims　for　forfeitures　or　penalties　for　violations　of　this　Treaty，　or　of　the　Articles
regulating　trade　which　are　appended　hereunto，　shall　be　sued　for　in　the　Consular　courts，
and　all　recoveries　shall　be　delivered　to　the　Japanese　authorities．　Neither　the　American　or
Japanese　Governments　are　to　be　held　resposnsible　for　the　payment　of　any　debts　contracted
by　their　respective　citizens　or　subjects．
　　Article　VIII
When　requested　by　American　Consul，　the　Japanese　authorities　will　cause　the　arrest　of
all　deserters　and　fugitives　from　justice，　receive　in　jail　all　persons　held　as　prisoners　by　the
Consul，　and　give　to　the　Consul　such　assistance　as　may　be　required　to　enable　him　to　enforce
the　observance　of　the　laws　by　the　American　who　are　on　land，　and　to　maintain　order　among
the　shipping．　For　all　such　service，　and　for　the　support　of　prisoners　kept　in　confinement，　the
Consul　shall　in　all　cases　pay　a　just　compensation．
　　Capitulations　are　a　legal　institution　which　now　belong　entirely　to　the　past，　but　they
neverthless・deserve　reconsideration；for　most　historians　of　the　law　of　nations　viewed　their
origin　and　development　from　European　point　of　view　only．　And　it　has　frequently　been
maintained　that　protracted　regime　of　Capitulations，　as　applied　to　co皿tries　in　the　East，
was　connected　with　the　inferiority　of　their　civilization　and　retarded　their　admission　to　the
family　of　nations．　This　seems　to　be　a　major　misunderstanding．
　　In　Japan，　Japanese　procedure　of　handling　foreign　vessels　continued　to　change　with　each
new　encounter　between　the　Bakufu　and”barbarian”，　it　might　called　precapitulalion
arrangement　as　they　precede　the　appearance　of　above　mentioned　capitulation　treaties．
　　They　were　neither　acts　of　genorosity　by　the　grantor　as　has　been　maintained　by　some
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international　lawyers，　nor　irrevocable　arrangement　implying　the　idea　of　inequality　to　the
detriment　of　the　grantor　State．　The　original　precapitulation　arrangements　which　were
based　on　unilateral　grants　and　were　at　first　revocable　and　in　no　way　derogatory　to　the
territorial　Ruler　were　in　course　of　time　embodied　in　treaties　between　grantor　state　and
states　whose　national　were　to　enjoy　concessions．
　　Foreign　settlements，　duly　admitted　by　receiving　Sovereign，　were　allowed　to　govern
themselves　by　their　personal　law　and　habits　and　they　constitute　a　sort　of　miniature　society
within　the　lager　community　whose　hospitality　they　enjoyed．　They　were　allowed　to　live
according　to　their　habits　and　enjoyed　freedom　of　internal　autonomy　in　their　settlements
with　which　the　local　authorities　did　not　interfere．
　　Revocability　of　capitulations　and　equality　gradually　gave　way　to　irrevocability　and
inequality　and　it　is　at　this　stage　that　they　became　a　difinite　limitation　to　the　sovereignty
of　grantor　state．　Some　European　states　had　no　capitulation　treaties　with　Japan，　though　the
latter　allowed　their　subjects　jurisdictional　privileges　as　a　matter　of　usage　and　courtesy，
which　again　testifies　to　the　fact　that　it　was　unnecessary　to　connect　capitulation　with　the
idea　of　inferior　civilization　of　the　grantor．
　　In　Japan，　at　that　time，　provis輌ons　fit　so　snugly　into　traditional　Japanese　philosophy　that
it　was　not　protected　until　1870，　they　regarded　the　treaties　as　minor　and　expedient　variation
on　their　traditiona1　diplomatic　philosophy．　While　the　Japanese　may　have　privately　called
aWesterner　as　a“barbarian”，　they　were　willingly　treat　with　the　respect　due　to　emissaries
at　the　first　bargaining　sessions．
　　During　the　Bakumatu　period　in　Japan（1853－1865），　it　was　generally　considered　a　time
confusion　about　western　diplomacy．　The　initial　response　to　the　western　law　of　nations　was
to　ignore　it　whenever　possible，　subsistantially　in　its　sted　time－tested　chinese．style－
institutions．　Lofty　neglect　had　proved　more　and　more　a　unviable　policy　after　arrival　of
Townsend　Harris，　the　American　consul　at　Shimoda．
　　These　preconceptions　about　western　diplomacy　as　well　as　the　standing　dichotomy
between　positive　and　naturtal　law　in　the　west，　existed　when　the　first　treatises　on　the
“International　Law”arrived　in　Japan．
It　i・n・t　S・・p・i・i・g　th・・f・・e　th・t・eaders・f　these．・・w　b・・ks　alig・・d　th・mselv・・eith・・
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with　those　who　saw　the　Law　of　Nations　as　a　tool　of　the　strong，　or　with　those　who　adopted
it　as　a　shield　for　the　weak．
　　In　this　connection，　it　is　relevant　to　recall　that　a　great　number　of　our　present　day　treatises
of　international　law　contains　historical　introductions　which　has　described　the　develop－
ment　of　the　family　of　nations　in　a　way　not　wholly　reconcilable　with　historic　reality．　Thus
it　is　maintained　that　the　family　of　nations　had　as　its　original　nuclears　only　the　European
community　of　states，　which　extended　at　the　end　of　the　eighteenth　century　and　at　the
beginning　of　the　nineteenth　century　to　the　American　continent．
　　The　first　non－christian　power，　i．　e．　Turkey，　joined　the　family　of　nations　in　1856　when　it
was　received　into　the　Concert　of　Europe．　Other　non－christian　states　such　as　Persia，　Siam，
China　and　Japan　were　admitted　still　later　and　it　was　maintained　that　capitulation　regime
was　an　expression　of　their　inferior　civilization．
　　The　representation　of　the　growth　of　family　of　nations　mentioned　above　way　has　been
questioned　by　numbers　of　international　lawyers　and　historians　who　drew　attentions　to　the
close　participation　of　the　Ottoman　Empire　in　teaty　making　and　diplomatic　exchanges　with
European　as　well　as　Asian　Powers　priori　nineteenth　century．　It　may　also　be　questioned　on
other　grounds　particulary　in　the　light　treaties　and　diplomatic　relations　between　Europeah
and　Oriental　states．
　　Paradoxically　a　lot　of　international　lawyers　in　nineteenth　century　seemed　to　have
shown　more　understay　of　the　need　of　classifying　infidets　than　modern　one，　for　whom　the
non　christian　world　constituted　one　vague　pool　of　countries　not　deserving　differential
treatments．
　　Moreover，　even　within　the　Oriental　world　a　further　classification　seems　advisable，　for
there　were　significant　difference　in　ideologies　between　China　and　Japan．
1．The　comprehensive　approach　in　Japan：Introducing　international　law　book　in　early
　　　Japan．
　　The　knowledge　of　international　law　was　introduced　to　China　by　a　missionary　W．　A．　P．
Martin　with　the　thought　of　wheaton　in　1864，　and　the　next　year　it　was　reprinted　in　Japan，
then　the　Japanese　could　first　found　out　the　existence　of　international　Iaw．　It　should　be　said
that　this　is　the　commonly　accepted　opinion．　But，　widely　in　Orient，　the　need　of　international
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law　had　been　fully　realized　a　long　time　before．　In　China　and　Japan，　where　the　existence
of　the　law　of　international　society　was　known　as　that　in　the　form　of　the　treaty　between
two　countries，　it　was　recognized　as　the　law　which　was　only　present　among　European
countries　rather　than　international　law　that　had　been　rising　and　developing　in　Europe　in
those　days．
　　First，　in　China，　at　the　beginning　of　1839，　in　the　midst　of　the　Suppression　Movement　of
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Kuagtung　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　LinTse　SU
opium　at　Kanton（広東），　the　Secretary　for　Home　Affairs，　Lin（林則徐），　asked　and　got
American　doctor，　Peter　Parker，　who　had　been　sent　to　China　as　a　missionary，　to　translate
‘Le　Droit　des　Gens’by　E．　de　Vattel　into　Chinese．　In　1839，　Dr．　Parker　wrote　down　on　the
affair　in　his‘The　Tenth　Report　on　medical　treatment　for　eye　diseases’（Kanton）．　It　says，
“Case　No，6565．　Hernia．　The　content　of　the　Secretary　Lin’s　request　did　not　concern　the
medical　care　problem，　but　the　translation　of　Vattel’s‘Le　Droit　des　Gens’，　which　had　been
presented　to　him　by　a　Chinese　trader，　especially　of　the　part　related　to　the　blockade　and
hostile　means　like　contraband　goods　in　war　time．　I　translated　it　and　wrote　down　by　a
　　（1）
brush”．　In　the　last　two　chapters　of　this　translation，　he　added　the　following　passages．“All
countries　can　prohibit　the　import　of　goods　from　foreign　countries，　and　foreign　countries
do　not　have　the　right　to　protest　against　the　prohibition．…　All　countries　have　the　right　to
forbid　and　confiscate　smuggled（or　contraband）goods、”
　　It　is　not　clear　how　far　were　those　passages　on　contraband　of　war　understood　by　the
people　of　China，　and　it　is　a　mere　conjecture　for　what　were　they　translated　into　Chinese．
Maybe　Parker’s　translation　of　the　last　passages　were　made　as　one　of　Chinese　governmen－
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（2）
tal　measures　for　opium　by　the　Secretary　Lin　at　that　time．　And　in　the　part　continued　from
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the　preceeding　Parker’s　translation，　which　was　written　on　the　order　of　Lln　to　En（衰），　the
next　irnportant　suggestion　is　included．“When　in　dispute　with　a　foreigner，　it　is　necessary，
first　of’all，　that　the　case　should　be　brought　to　his　supervisor　or　to　a　high　official　of　his
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（3）
country．　And　only　when　neglected，　one　may　take　a　means　of　protest　as　a　last　resort．”
When　Lin　designated　opium　as　a　contraband　good　in　1839　and　demanded　of　Queen
Victoria　of　G．　B．　to　prohibit　exporting　of　opium　to　China，　no　doubt，　in　that　background，
the　translation　by　Parker　and　En　had　a　great　influence．　And　when　the　demand　was
rejected，　Lin　appealed　to　arms　as　the　next　protest，　that　is，　the　retaliatory　measure
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described　in　Vattel’s‘Le　Droit　des　Gens．’（The　Opium　War）Lin　must　have　had　a　firm
conviction　that　legally　and　morally　his　behavior　was　right，　because　he　believed　to　have
followed　the　context　of　the　Western　conception　of　international　law．　But　the　next　year　he
was　degraded，　and　then，　entering　into　the　Nanjing　Treaty　in　1842，　the　promising　inquiry
into　the　development　of　international　law　in　China　was　inevitably　interrupted．
　　On　the　other，　how　was　the　state　going　in　Japan？　While　the　process　of　world　history　had
shown　the　historical　necessity　of　renouncing　the　Japanese　national　isolation　policy　and　of
opening　the　country，　they　mistook　it　for　a　mere　chance．　So　they　were　thrown　into
confusion　for　a　time．　But　the　need　for　the　knowledge　of　international　law　was　still　thought
to　be　the　necessity　even　in　that　circumstance．　Of　course　the　way　of　studying　international
law　was　different　from　that　of　today，　and　they　would　not　deeply　and　widely　investigate　the
essence　or　functions　of　it．
　　In　the　4th　year　of　the　Ansei　age（1857），　Townsend　Harris，　the　Consul　General　of　the　U．
S．，came　up　to　Edo（Tokyo）to　present　Presidential　credentials　to　Shogun　Iyemochi．　On
that　occasion，　young　diplomats　of　the　Tokugawa　shogunate　visited　Harris　and　asked　some
questions　about　international　law．　They　were　limited　to　a　few　items，　for　example，　on　the
．aim　to　make　a　minister　plenipotentiary　reside　abroad　or　on　the　rights　and　duties　of　the
diplomat，　and　so　on．　He　wrote　down　their　attitudes　in　his　diary　as　follows．
　　“The　young　diplomats　of　the　Shogunate　begged　me　in　modest，‘Please　teach　us　patiently，
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（4）
because　we　are　as　ignornat　in　those　matters　as　infants’．”
　　Harris　himself　answered　their　questions　patiently，　and　gave　them　guide　papers　written
in　articles　and　clauses　which　the　pending　commercial　treaty　should　be　based　on，　moreover，
he　added　the　comments　and　explanations　on　every　articles　and　clauseS　in　detail、　He
apPraised　those　young　diplomats　and　said，‘‘lt　is　fortunate　that　Japan　has　got　such
plenipotentiaries．”Foster，　who　has　been　regarded　as　an　authority　on　the　study　of　the
history　of　Japanese　diplomats，　valued　them　highly　and　said，“Their　dignity，　wisdom　and
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（5）
mental　cultivation　were　by　no　means　inferior　to　the　delegate　from　every　country．　In　order
to　make　clear　what　an　attitude　did　the　Japanese　Government（the　Tokugawa　shogunate）
take　in　the　face　of　diplomatic　negotiations，　and　for　readers’information，　here　I’ll　show　the
process　of　a　diplomatic　negotiation　with　the　Consul　General　of　the　U．　S．，　Harris，　at
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Bansho－Shirabesho　1（A　school　established　by　Tokugawa　shogunate　for　the　teaching　and
translation　of　foreign　languages，　in　1856，　at　Edo）on　January，6，1858（the　5th　year　of　the
Ansei　Age）．　Judging　from　the　process　of　the　negotiation，　the　opinion　that　the　shogunate
failed　diplomatic　negotiations　and　was　forced　to　enter　into　an　unequal　treaty，　submitting
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（6）
to　the　pressure　from　abroad，　may　be　not　always　proper．
　　Ashogunate　official　who　was　in　charge　told，“Though　the　first　article　provided　in　the
draft　of　the　Treaty［of　Amity　and　Commerce　between　Japan　and　the　U．　S．］prescribes
that，　on　commencing　offices，　the　minister　and　the　Consul　General…in　definite　areas　of
Japan，　as　we　have　told　before，　we　will　not　consent　to　grant　the　competence　to　the　Consul
General．”
　　Harris　is　objected，“It　is　the　commom　law　of　all　nations　that　the　Consul　and　his　members
are　able　to　travel　all　parts　of　the　other　country．　If　one　side　lacks　the　law，　everything　is
always　thrown　into　coufusion．　The　Consul　and　his　members　do　not　imply　petty　officials
who　work　in　a　legation．　The　Consul　and　the　suite　are　organized　at　most　five　or　four
　　　　　　　，，persons・
　　The　official　explained，“Their　walking　only　in　the　open　port　stipulated　in　the　treaty　is
reasonable．　But　travelling　in　the　whole　country　influences　the　peace　of　mind　of　our　people，
so　we　cannot　accept　such　an　offer．”　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　、
　　Harris　said　ironically，“In　Japan，　while　even　an　outcast　may　go　around　everywhere，　can
American　officials　receive　only　inferior　treatment　to　him？”and　demanded，“After　Commo－
dore　Perry’s　visit，　Japan　concluded　treaties　with　Russia　and　with　the　Netherlands，　and　in
the　cource　of　time　you　will　adopt　the　same　kind　of　laws　as　foreign　countries．　On　the　matter
of　permission　for　American　governmental　officials　to　behave　and　pass　freely　we　have
already　explained　details　at　Shimoda．　In　foreign　countries　travelling　everwhere　is　not
prohibited，　so　we　ask　to　eliminate　all　provisions　of　this　kind　without　exception．”
　　However，、considering　that　even　the　shogunate　official　who　had　the　authority　for
negotiation　could　not　concede　the　major　premise　as　a　national　policy，　the　official　answer－
ed　as　follows．“ln　our　country，　to　say　nothing　of　travelling　in　the　whole　country，　even　a
governmental　official　is　not　permitted　to　go　out　of　Edo　equally　except　when　he　performs
hjs　du，ty．　Then　there　may　be　room　for　accepting　your　offer　if　only　the　phrase　swithout
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hitch’is　replaced　by　the　expression‘when　there　is　no　hitch∵’
　　Harris　counter　attacked，“If　so，　you　will　establish　a　lot　of　prohibited　zones，”and　half
threatened，“1’ll　go　wherever　in　accordance　with　the　commom　law　of　all　nations．”
　　The　shogunate　official　retorted，“Granting　that　you　want　to　push　on　your　demand　to　the
last，　whenever　one　party　behaves　onesidedly　without　the　consent　of　the　other，　no　doubt
that　will　give　rise　to　a　dispute．”
　　Harris　refuted　again　as　follows，“ln　that　case，　we　will　dispose　it　according　to　the　States’
laws　of　the　U．　S．，but　in　any　rate，　last　year，　in　the　memorandum（the　protocol）the　Japanese
Government　recognized　that　the　American　Consul　General　had　the　right　to　go　out　over　the
limits　of　17miles，　did’t　it？”
　　The　shogunate　official　gave　the　following　explanation．“We’ll　not　deny　the　fact．　But
exercising　the　right　you　claim　is　to　be　restricted　only　in　an　emergency，　for　instance，　in　a
shipwreck，”
　　Harris　menaced　the　official．“There　is　the　international　law　of　all　nations．　So，　if　a
country　should　close　traffic　and，　what　is　worse，　an　injury　case　should　happen，　it　get　into
danger　that　America　wages　war　against　it，　and　besides　the　other　countries，　like　Russia，
Great　Britain　or　France，　may　form　an　alliance　with　us．”
　　The　shogunate　official　refuted　severly，“We　regard　such　a　serious　situation　as　undesir－
able，　so　that　now　we　are　negotiating．　And　if　you　claim　to　distort　the　principle　of　travel　by
force，　there　is　no　room　for　negotiation　any　more．”
　　In　view　of　the　process　of　this　negotiation，　we　might　say　that　the　Harris’exposition　about
the　international　law　of　all　nations　was　very　dubious．　Moreover，　it　would　be　easily
imagined　that　the　negotiation　required　much　effort　of　Harris’，　who　could　not　fully
comprehend　the　form　of　Japanese　government　which　based　upon　the　system　of　the　Feudal
clan［the‘Han’system］．
一〇mitted　a　few　sentences一
　　The　Tokugawa　shogunate，　which　held　fast　to　the　policy　of　seclusion，　did　not　cast　off　the
tradi七ional　idea　of‘the　succession　from　the　founder’on　the　occasion　of　resigning　that
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policy．　Therefore　it　is　natural　that　she　was　unable　to　understand　the　essentials　of　the　idea
of　international　law，　which　had　to　be　observed　by　the　Western　countries　born　in　European
society　and　were　on　equal　terms．　One　may　only　guess　that，　in　actuality，　Japan　had　been
under　the　necessity　of　some　clue　to　understand　international　law　ever　since　the　conclusion
of　the　Commercial　Treaty　between　Japan　and　the　U．　S．，　so　people　turn　their　attention　to
international　law　through　the　categories　of　then　Confucianism，　especially　of　a　leading
school　from　Shuki［Shushi　Gaku］．Although　their　zeal　for　the　knowledge　of　international
law　can　be　imagined　from　the　foregoing　document，　it　is　very　doubtful　that　the　Japanese
people　fully　understood　it．　When　opening　the　co皿try，　the　shogunate　asked　for　opinions
from　executive　feudal　lords［daimyo］，and　some　reports　were　submitted　to　the　shogun．
For　example，　there　is　the　following　report　submitted　by　Lord　Makino　Bicchu，　who　were
the　lord　of　Nagaoka　clan，　under　date　Dec．31，　the　4th　year　of　Ansei（1857）．
　　“Iperused　the　Japanese　version　of　the　official　letter　from　the　President　of　the　U．　S．，　but
Icould　not　understand　what　it　means．　After　all　it　would　be　better　to　improve…in　order
to　fit…to　the　common　law　of　all　nations，　which　secures　the　navigation　within　the
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（7）
territOrial　WaterS…　．”
　　Comparing　with　following　opinion，　we　can　guess　the　confusion　at　that　time．
　　“It　is　the　desire　of　the　U．　S．　Government　to　present　the　letter　of　the　President　to　the
shogun　directly．　So　I　think　we　should　receive　it　derectly　in　accordance　with　the　law　of　the
world．”
　　However，　not　all　members　of　the　Executive　had　inaccurate　knowledge　about　interna－
tional　law．　There　were　persons　who　were　pretty　acquainted　with　international　situation
like　Kaishu　Katsu．　His　recognition　was　as　follows．
　　“What　is　called　a　common　law　of　all　nations　consists　in　its　superficial　ceremony，　and，
in　its　substance，　the　validity　of　the　law　varies　according　to　the　strength　or　superiority　of
acountry．　Moreover　it　holds　good　only　to　the　allies，　and　the　country　which　has　not　allied
with　any　other　country　yet，　like　Japan，　is　out　of　the　question．　And　it　is　said　that　there　is
no　cause　to　open　hostilities　to　us　on　their　part，　if　we　are　not　against　natural　reason　on　our
part．　But…　．”　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　…
　　He　recognized　international　law　as　positive　laws　of　European　countries　and　wrote．
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　　“If　we　wish　to　take　an　equal　position　with　the　Europeans　and　Americans　at　all，　there　are
no　other　better　ways　than　to　enrich　and　strengthen　our　country．　Isn’t　it　open　to　the　charge
of‘A　house　built　on　the　sand’to　beat　our　brains，　to　indulge　in　an　academic　discussion，　and
to　dispute　about　the　rights　and　wrongs　in　vain　in　order　to　defeat　the　opponent？To　keep
on　good　terms　and　to　understand　each　other　without　trouble，　these　are　the　moral　principles
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（8）
common　to　heaven　and　earth．　And…．”
　　Nevertheless，　when　expounding　international　law　theoretically，　he　thought　it　as　a　kind
of　axiom，　and　he　seems　to　have　been　confused．　His　report，　which　emphasizes　the　necessity
of　the　domestic　reform，　shows　his　confusion．　He　says．
　　“When　we　reform　our　domestic　administration　by　taking　advantage　of　establishing
diplomatic　relations　with　foreign　countries　without　reforming　the　laws　of　our　own，　it　is
natural　that　the　framework　of　our　government　should　collapse．…foreign　countries　have
expanded　their　sphere　of　influence，　because　they　have　respected　moral　principles　and　have
proved　themselves　to　be　worthy　of　trust，　never　deviated　from　axioms　whatever　might
happen，　above　all，　there　has　been　international　law　which　implied　the　principles　that　every
country　should　not　disregard　common　interests　and　no　nation　is　responsible　to　itself　alone．
Unless　we　ponder　this　important，　and　if　we　detest　and　fear　foreign　nations　one－sidedly，　a
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disastrous　result　will　be　pro．duced　by　ourselves．…　”
　　Strictly　speaking，　theoretically　there　a　confusion　in　him　as　above．　But　the　fact　that　there
were　men　of　great　insight　into　international　relationship　under　the　international　circum－
stances　hemming　Japan，　which　had　gone　through　a　state　of　seclusion，　gives　an　opportunity
to　reflect　again　the　opinion　which　concludes　that　the　shogunate　diplomatic　negotiations　all
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　‘　　．
ended　in　faliure．　Among　other　things，　in　regard　to　enthusiasm，　the　attitudes　taken　by
young　shogunate　diplomats　on　negotiations　were　by　no　means　inferior　to　those　of　the
members　of　the　new　Meiji　Government　toward　the　problem　of　the　Treaty　revision，　and
homogeneous　to　those　consistent　attitudes　of　the　Japanese，　in　the　Meiji　era，　which　regard－
ed　a　big　slogan　that　modernization　is　westernization　as　a　national　policy．　In　particular，
against　the　opinion　that　the　Tokugawa　shogunate　surrendered　itself　to　the　pressure　from
foreign　powers，　the　following　fact　draws．　our　attention．　At　the　time　of　the　Crimean　War，
there　was　the　additional　article　XXVI　in　the　the　Treaty　between　Japan　and　Russia　enterd
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into　in　the　5th　year　of　the　Ansei（1858），　which，　in　the　bud，　prevented　the　clash　between
French　apd　Russian　naval　forces　in　the　adjacent　seas　around　the　territory　of　Japan．　It
stipulated　in　a　high　tone．“The　Russian　warships　shall　not　attack　all　the　ships　of　its
enemies　which　stay　at　anchor　in　the　harbor　of　Japan　territory　when　Russia　is　at　war　with
other　countries．　Because，　in　accordance　with　the　principle　of　neutrality　Which　shall　be
observed　by　all　civilized　countries，　the　belligerent　powers　shall　not　attack　the　hostile　ships
in　the　harbor　of　a　neutral　country．”Comparing　this　attitude　with　that　of　neutrality　in　the
days　of　the　War　between　France　and　Prussia　in　the　3rd　year　of　the　Meiji　era（1870），　it
might　be　said　that　the　self－assertion　was　clearer．　As　stated　above，　on　the　one　hand，
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ノ
international　law　was　expressed　by　the　word‘principle’or‘axiom’common　to　heaven　and
earth，　but，　on　the　other，　it　was　used　with　various　meanings　in　different　places．
　　Now，　take　an　example．
　　In　the　3rd　year　of　the　Keio　age（1867），　negotiationg　with　a　clansman（Hanshi）of　Kishu
clan　in　order　settle　the　dispute　about　the　sinking　case　of　the　lrohamaru，　Ryoma　Sakamoto
claimed　to　decide　the　case　by　the　common　law　of　the　world．　Kishu　side　retorted　that　the
case　should　be　decided　by　the　public　discussion　common　to　all　nations．　At　the　core　of　this
collision　case，　there　was　the　issue　whether　they　observed　the　rule　to　put　on　the　side　light，
akind　of　night　navigation　rule．　After　all　this　case　was　settled　as　follows．
　　“In　our　country　there　seems　to　have　been　no　precedents　for　such　a　collision　case　yet．　So
we　have　only　to　settle　the　case　peacefully　by　keeping　our　vow　taken　at　Tomonotsu　the
other　day．　Fortunately　the　Admiral　of　the　fleet　of　Great　Britain　is　just　visiting　our　country．
Let’s　take　this　chance　to　study　about　the　precedents　of　all　other　nations　under　him，　and
then　decide　the　case　by　the　public　disczassion　of　our　nation．　Why　do　we　have　to　ask　the
judgment　of　the　case　from　foreigners？…If　the　case　should　be　decided　on　reparation　in
cash　according　to　the　common　law　of　all　nations，1’ll　pay　the　money　within　five　months
f，。m・h，・im。。f　d。li。，，i。g、h。，hi，、。ncern，d、。　y6；．・，
　　This　kind　of　view　which　identifies　the　law　common　to　Western　countries　with　the
common　law　dominating　the　whole　whole　world　was　the　natural　consequence　of　the
understanding　of　international　law　reached　by　means　of　the　constructional　logic　taught　in
Shushi　SchooL　Shusuke　Nishi，　who　had　been　to　the　Netherlands　for　study　in　the　second
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year　of　the　Bunkyu　age（1862），　and　widely　introduced　Western　thought，　wrote　the　state　of
Japan　of　those　days　in　his　letter（which　was　put　down　to　inform　his　purpose　of　studying
abroad）．
　　“Nowadays，　first　of　all，　we　should　devote　ourselves　more　to　the　domestic　disturbance
than　to　the　foreign　affairs．　This　serious　situation　has　been　caused　not　only　by　the　pending
national　policy　of　the　Imperial　Court，　but　also　by　those　fellows　who　are　ignorant　of
knowing　both　the　Self（their　own　country）and　the　Other（foreign　countries），　fervently
advocate　the　divinity　of　the　Emperors　as　descendants　of　a　God　and　the　Land　of　God，　and
commit　the　error　of　behaving　themselves　arrogantly　and　of　making　light　of　others．”I
myself　have　learned“the　outline　of　Western　theories　on　human　nature（philosophy），
economics，　and　other　sciences　recently，”and　found　out　that　these　are“indeed，　surprisingly
impartial　and　just”and　have　a　very　different　air　from　those　which　we　had　studied　so　far
through　the　chinese　versions．“…If　we　administered　the　affairs　of　state　in　conformity　with
those　principles，　why　wouldn’t　our　nation　grow　wealthy？Why　wouldn’t　have　powerful
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forces？　Why　couldn’t　realize　happiness？”In　another　letter　he　also　says，“The　learning　on
the　Western　political　state　of　affairs　has　not　been　introduced　yet．　Today　there　aren’t　any
other　urgent　thing　than　to　lecture　clearly　on‘the　general　theory　of　international　relations’
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（12）
and　to　inquire　into　the　meri．ts　and　demerits　of　the　governments　of　every　nation．”
　　It　is　evident，　from　the　fact　that　the　Tokugawa　shogunate　had　sent　missions　to　America
and　Europe　seven　times　for　eight　years　from　the　first　year　of　the　Man・en　age（1860）to　the
3rd　year　of　the　Keio　age（1867）［the　last　was　the　Tokugawa　Akitake’s　mission］and
accredited　a　minister　to　France　since　the　second　year　of　the　Keio　age，　that　the　shogunate
made　efforts　to　assimilate　foreign　cultures　and　to　promote　friendly　relationships　with
other　nations．　Moreover，　examining　some　instances　of　diplomatic　negotiations　on　record，
it　becomes　clear　that　the　shogunate　made　efforts　to　justify　the　territorial　rights．　In　the　2nd
year　of　the　Bunkyu　age（1862），　Yasunori　Takeuch，　who　was　the　delegate　of　the　second
mission　and　negotiated　with　the　Russian　delegate，　Ignativ，　on　the　boundary　question　at
Karafuto（Sakhalin），　opposed　stubbornly　to　the　claim　of　the　other　party　to　delimit　the
border　at　latitude　48°N，　and　persisted　in　latitude　50°N．　In　the　lst　year　of　the　Bunkyu　age
（1861），Mizuno　Chikugo，　who　had　been　ordered　to　bring　Ogasawara　Islands　under　cultiva－
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tion，　made　both　American　and　British　immigrants　observe　the　Japanese　laws　after　the
negotiations　with　the　ministers　from　the　countries　concerned　and　their　persuaion．
2．The　significance　of　Martin’s‘Bankoku　Koho’ill　Japan
　　Martin’s‘Bankoku　Koho’，　the　Chinese　version　of　Wheaton’s　text‘The　International　Law
of　All　Nations’was　introduced　to　Japan，　when　the　depth　of　the　understanding　of　interna・
tional　law　among　our　nation　was　such　as　explained　in　the　preceding　section．　Here　I　will
only　refer　to　the　background　of　his　translation　of　this　Chinese　version，　because　many
introductory　literatures　on　the　circumstances　have　already　been　published．
　　After　the　conclusion　of　the　Beijing　Treaty（1860），　China　was　under　the　necessity　of
learning　the　laws　of　Europe　for　the　treatment　of　the　Western　people．　In　those　days　the
Chinese　Government　was　annoyed　by　foreign　countries　which　invoked　the　Chinese　institu－
tions　and　codes　with　skill　to　the　advantage　of　their　people．　And　what　is　more，　at　that　time，
the　U．　S，　Government　requested　the　Chinese　Government　to　send　its　diplomatic　mission　to
America，　and　the　matter　became　pressing．　Under　such　difficult　conditions，　Martin　chose
that　Wheaton’s　text　through　the　recommendation　of　Robert　Hart，　who　was　the　chief
Counsellor　to　the　highest　Rrosecutor　of　the　China　Customhouse，　and　on　the　advice　of
Wade，　the　then　Minister　of　the　U．　S．　to　China．　On　the　occasion　of　translation，　with　the　help
of　four　excellent　Chinese」・assistants，　Martin　made　efforts　to　impart　the　knowledge　of　the
Western　principles，　which　had　been　directing　internationl　relations，　to　the　Chinese　by　all
means．　The　success　of　Martin’s　work，　therefore，　it　goes　without　saying　that　his　translation
was　pertinent　to　the　occasion，　was　largely　due　to　the　sense　of　duty　characteristic　of
missionaries　who　wished　to　introduce　the　Christian　civilization　to　China　at　any　cost．　But，
in　spite　of　the　success　of　his．．translation，　the　China　side　officials　were　almost　indifferent
to　the　usefulness　of　this　Chin6se　version．　Because，　in　my　opinion，　these　acts，　which　were
seemingly　resulted　from　good　intentions，　appeared　to　them　that　all　the　acts　of　this　kind
were　traps，　and　in　their　hearts　there　remained　deeply－rooted　suspicions　about　the　West
obsessively．
　　On　the　other　hand，　in　Japan，　the　relations　with　foreign　countries　became　more　complex
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and　multilateral，　and，　in　addition，　the　time　of　confusion　had　come．　Consequently　not　only
abolitionists　of　the　seclusion－policy　but　also　antialienists　and　advocates　who　had　insisted
on　the・closure　of　all　the　ports　of　our　country　inevitably　came　to　be　involved　in　the
commotion　in　the　last　years　of　the　Edo（Tokugawa）era．　In　Japan，　particularly　in　the　last
stage　of　the　order　of　the　Tokugawa　shogunate，　from　the　nature　of　things，　the　domestic
matter　could　not　but　turn　to　the　matter　concerned　with　diplomacy　and　international　law
as　far　as　it　was　related　to　foreign　countries．　The　significance　or　the　point．at　issue　is　that
in　such　a　time‘Bankoku　Koho’was　introduced　to　Japan．
　　The　Chinese　version　of　this　book　was　published　at　Beijing　in　1864（the　3rd　year　of　the
Tung　Chih（同治）age　on　the　Chinese　chronological　table，　or　the　lst　year　of　the　Ganji（元
治）age　on　the　J『panese　table），　and　in　the　following　year（1865，　the　lst　year　of　the　Keio　age）
1t　was　reprinted　at　Edo（Tokyo）．　Then　the　idea　of‘the　international　law　of　all　nations’or
rather‘Bankoku　Koho’was　introduced　to　our　nation　for　the　first　time　in　a　definite　shape．
As　I　have　tried　to　give　the　gist　of　this　book　at　some　other　places，　here　I　will　refer　to　it
　　　　（13）
briefly．
　　When　we　open　the　Kanken（an　official　translation　by　the　Japanese　Government），　first　of
all，　one　passage　in　the　first　Chapter　of　Book　I　of　this　literature　catches　our　eyes．　The　gist
of　the　passage　is　as　follows．
　　“There　has　been　no　fact　that　the　only　and　supreme　legislator　of　the　whole　world　laid
down　the　laws　for　all　nations　through　some　process　of　law　making，　still　less　are　there　any
instances　that　every　nation　has：observed　them　and　decided　some　case　in　conformity　with
them．　But　there　is　what・is　called　international　law，　whose　profound　meaning　can　be　found
out　when　we　gain　the　insight　into　Human　nature　and　Reason　of　Universal　Justice．　We　must
observe　it，　because　it　is　Natural　Obligation　or　Natural　Justice．”
　　Martin　named　international　law‘Bankoku　Koho’（in　Japanese，　Bankoleu　means　all
nattons，　and　at　that　time，　Koho　meant　common　law），　or　put　it　in　another　way‘Bankoku
Ritsu・Rei’（Ritsu　means　regulationS，　and　Rεi　means吻cθ4ε砿）．　While　he　dealt　with　it　as
if　it　were　various　kinds　of　national　laws　and　regulations　as　in　the　latter　case，　he　expressed
natural　reason　and　convention　mentioned　by　Wheaton，　the　original　author，　with　the　words
‘Tenpo’（the　Law　of　Heaven）and‘Giho’（the　Law　of　Justice），　so　that　he　seems　to　have
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emphasized　intentionally　the　word　Koho．（In　Japanes　the　word　Koho　is　ordinarily　used　in
the　sense　of勿61ゴ61aw　contrasted　withヵγ⑫碗laω．　But，　in　this　context，　it　seems　to　imply
oo勿〃zon　law　or　blniversal　law　etc．）As‘Bankoku　Koho’，　the　Chinese　version　of‘lnterna－
tional　Law　of　AII　Nations’，　had　such　a　character，　it　was　natural　that，　in　the　mind　of　the
Japanese　who　had　been　educated　by　the　C皿fucians　dominated　by　the　Shushi　School，
international　law　should　have　been　recognized　as　a　kind　of　metaphysical　norm　based　on
the　Justice　of　the　world　or　Natural　Reason　common　to　heaven　and　earth，　and　that　it
appeared　as　if　the　meaning　of　the　word　had　been　expounded　out　of　the　domain　of　positive
laws．‘Bankoku　Koho　Shakugi’（Commentary　on　B耽〃o肋Ko加）4vols．　by　Teigaishishi；
the　4th　year　of　the　Keio　age（1868）．，‘Kodokigen　or　Bankoku　Koho　Zensho（Corpus　of仇θ
0プ苗㌘（ゾCo〃2mon　Reason　or　Bankollu　Koho）NO．1’by　Santora　Uriu；1868．，‘Wayaku
Bankoku　Koho’（A　Japanese　Translation　of　Bankoleu　Koho）3vols．　by　Yasushi　Shigeno；the
3rd　year　of　the　Keio　age（1867）．，　these　Japanese　literatures　all　referred　to　or　directly
translated　from　the　Chinese　version　of　Martin’s‘Bankoku　Koho’，　none　the　less　they
extended　the　concept　or　the　meaning　of　the　word　Koho（common　or　universal　law　etc．）
more　than　that　of　the　Chinese　version．　No　doubt，　it　is　showed　clearly　in　the　Chinese　version
that　the　background　of　Martin　as　a　missionary　is　combined　inseparably　with　the　concep－
tion　of　what　they　call　natuエal　law　in　the　field　of　international　law．　Nowadays　Martin’s
translation　into　Chinese　meets　with　several　criticisms，　for　example，　that　his　translation
inclined　to　natural　law，　or　that　it　was　Martin　who　introduced　natural　law　into　the　field　of
international　law．　However，　not　only　Martin　but　also　Wheaton　himself　had　no　intention
of　denying　the　idea　of　natural　law．　Therefore，　strictly　speaking，　we　would　not　always　be
able　to　judge　that　these　criticisms　are　absolulely　just．
　　Here　it　may　not　come　into　question　that　there　were　decisive　difficulties　ascribed　to
Martin’s　Chinese　version　in　order　for　our　ancestors　to　grasp　the　essence　of　international
law，　or　that　the　Japanese　legal　system　or　way　of　thinking　to　understand　international　law
was　different　from　that　of　the　West．　The　very　questionis　is　that　the　new　Japanese
Government　of　the　Meiji　era　made　much　use　of　so－called召耽〃okza　Koho，　heterogeneous　to
international　law　itself，　in　order　to　suppress　the　antialienism　movement　at　its　climax　and
to　appease　the　national　sentiment　of　the　Japanese　people．　Accordingly　we　must　attach
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great　importance　to　that　attitude　of　the　Meiji　Government　which　propagated　excessively
the　dubious　notiOn　that　the　ignorance　of　the　Tokugawa　shogunate　about　international　law
and　the　failure　of　the　foreign　policy　caused　by　the　mis－application　of　it　had　invited　the
penetration　of　the　influence　of　the　world　Powers　into　Japan，　and　had　given　rise　to　the
resultant　crisis　of　that　time．　Indeed　this　notion　became　an　incentive　thereafter　to　consoli－
date　the　governmental　position　of　the　new　order，　and　surely　functioned　in　favor　of　the
purpose　for　the　Government　to　exalt　internally　the　national　spirit　and　thereby　to　sustaln
the　position　of　Japan　as　a　sovereign　state　in　the　international　society・But・on　the　other
hand，　it　caused　the　delay　of　the　understanding　of　international　law　in　the　proper　sense　of
the　word，　and　as　a　result　it　prevented　the　people　from　recognizing　that　international　law
was　the　only　reliable　means　of　diplomatic　negotiations　for　such　a　developing　country　as
Japan　in　those　days．　The　appropriateness　of　this　view　is　showed　by　the　fact　that　the
governmental　scheme　to　utilize　that　propaganda　brought　about，　of　necessity，　the　tendency
to　make　light　of　the　study　of　the　peacetime　international　law，　and　biased　the　interest　of
the　people　against　that　in　war　time　remarkably．
　　International　law　is　not　natural　law　but　fundamentally　the　positive　law　which　regulates
international　relations　actually．　In　Europe　of　that　time，　however，　natural　law　thought　had
not　necessarily　been　denied，．when　it　might　be　identified　as　an　origin　of　international　law．
Therefore　it　is　no　wonder　that，　under　slitth　circumstances，　the　international　law　theory　on
the　affirmative　side　of　natural　law　was　introduced　to　Japan．　Nevertheless　Amane　Nishi，
who　introduced　Fisselling’s　theory　of　international　law　to　our　country　for　the　first　tirne，
referred　definitely　to　the　positive　international　law　which　was　actually　administered　in　the
European　society　by　means　of　the　concept　Taisei　Ko肋（lt　means　the膓αz〃common　to　al／
the　Weste夕n　nations．）．　Then，　why　it　has　been　said　that　Nishi’s　translation　of　Fisselling’s
text　did　not　diffuse　so　far　and　wide？Is　it　simply　because　his　translation　was　crabbed　in
style　or　hard　to　read　in　conteht？certainly　in‘seiho　Ryaku’（summary　of‘llvatural　L伽’）
written　by　Kohei　Kanda，　which　is　said　to　be　an　introductory　book　of　Fisselling’s　basic
theory　of　Iaw，　international　law　is　explained　from　the　viewpoint　of　natural　law．　With
regard　to　the　circumstances　of　publication，　it　has　been　said　that，　at　first，　Nishi　had　planned
to　publish　the　book　under　the　title　of‘Seiho　Koyaku’（Translation　of‘Na　tu　ral　Lazu’in
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colloquial　style），　but　he　had　lost　the　manuscript，　and　newly　Kanda　issued　it　under　the　title
of　Seiho　Ryakor　in　the　4th　year　of　the　Meiji　era（1871）．　In　the　preface　of‘Seiho　Ryaku’the
following　passage　draws　our　attention．“Mr．　F．　says　that　Bankoku　Koho（international　law
of　all　nations）is　in　what　Seiho（natural　law）manifests　itself　among　all　nations．”This　is
certainly　read　to　mean　that　international　law　is　natural　law↑In　other　words，　Kanda　seems
to　have　identified　international　law　with　natural　law．　In　contrast　to　Seiho、Ryaleu，　why　no
notice　was　taken　of　Bankoku　Ko加properly　so　called　by　Amane　Nishi，　who　was　the　first
introducer　of　positive　international　Iaw　in　our　country，　by　men　of　learning　and　experience
（particularly　by　statesmen　in　charge）P　Is　it　an　exaggeration　to　say　that　not　only　because
Nishi　himself　was　an　ex－vassal　of　the　old　Tokugawa　shogunate，　but　because，　at　bottom，
the　Japanese　Government　had　consistently　been　sticking　to　the　principle　of　national
interests　regarding　to　the　foreign　policy，　consequently　there　came　out，　as　it　were，　so
uncritical　and　thoughtless　a　recognition　of　international　law　as　the　people　could　not　have
any　doubt？In　addition，　it　is　said　that　the　word　Banfeoku　Koho　commanded　the　time．　And，
according　to　no　small　number　of　opinions，　it　is　also　said　this　fact　is　the　very　evidence　to
show　that　the　sense　of　international　law　was　rooted　and　enhanced　in　our　nation．　May　we
see　it　so　simple？In　such　a　case，　we　had　better　to　take　the　following　matter　into　considera－
tion．　In　Martin’s　Chinese　translation，　the　word　Kenri　had　a　different　meaning　from　that
now　in　use．（In　Japanese，　nowadays，　it　is　one　of　legal　terms　and　generally　used　in　the　sense
of　a　right　or　rights．）In　the　Chinese　version，　he　meant　Kensei（power　or　authority）and
Rieki（interest，　benefit，　or　profit）by　the　word，　which　indicated　the　Chihese　ideas　since
olden　times．　Now，　we，　as　well　as　men　of　old　times，　are　inclined　to　cornmit　the　mistake　to
interpret　a　word　with　existing　conceptions．　So，　we　must　also　take　this　inclination　to　heart．
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